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Ye Chen has something to say to Zheng nianlei's father. He has already known about the identity of 

middle-aged people. He is the CEO of a leading technology company in biomedicine in China. 

 

However, it seems that Zheng nianlei doesn't have much interest in her father's business. She majored 

in law in University, and after graduation, she joined the work and became a lawyer. Later, she became 

a little famous and left her own office. She is usually a senior cross-country and extreme sports lover! 

 

For Zheng nianlei's father, ye Chen doesn't have much information. His company has been running 

steadily, and has no outstanding achievements. 

 

Until four years ago, Yuanyuan Pharmaceutical Group, which has been lukewarm, began to occupy 

almost all the market of Xihai by leaps and bounds. Its top biotechnology and pharmaceutical level has 

driven the development of the whole market of Xihai! 

 

"If Mr. Ye needs anything, I will cooperate with him." The middle-aged man couldn't see the slightest 

affectation in his deep eyes, he said in a deep voice. 

 

"Over the past few days, someone has been trying to assassinate Zheng nianlei. Has Mr. Zheng ever 

known the reason behind this?" Ye Chen lowers the head to buckle the barb on the finger, carelessly 

way. 

 

The middle-aged man was shocked, "what?" In his unbelievable eyes, anger burst out! 

 

Ye Chen glanced and knew that it had nothing to do with him. From his eyes, all he could see was shock! 

 

"But Mr. Zheng, you can rest assured that the matter has been settled. I just thought it was your 

business feud with others!" Ye Chen said softly. 



 

The middle-aged man frowned: "this matter, I will start to investigate! Dare to touch my daughter! I'll 

make him pay for it 

 

Between his eyebrows, there was also a flash of killing intention. 

 

"Mr. Ye, could you please take care of her for me? I have some things to solve these days." 

 

The middle-aged man looked earnestly at Ye Chen. 

 

In his cognition, ye Chen's means are absolutely universal. With Ye Chen, his daughter will be absolutely 

safe! 

 

Ye Chen hesitated for a few seconds, finally nodded gently: "don't worry, she is my classmate, in love 

and reason, I will take care of one or two!" 

 

Looking at the back of the middle-aged man, ye Chen always feels strange. 

 

"Mr. Ye, the patient's situation is actually stable, and it's meaningless to continue to be hospitalized. Just 

pack up and we can go through the discharge procedures!" 

 

A director in a white coat came up to Ye Chen and whispered. 

 

Ye Chen let a few people to the hospital, itself is to avoid some trouble, now also almost the end. 

 

…… 

 

Outside the hospital. 

 

Ye Chen asked Lu Lingfeng to send a car, then Zheng nianlei and ye Chen got on the car together. 



 

Ye Chen directly opens the door to the mountain road: 

 

"Have you offended anyone lately?" 

 

"Someone is after you!" 

 

Zheng nianlei seemed to think of something. Her face changed. Then she gritted her teeth and said, 

"Damn it, I've done it!" 

 

Ye Chen looked at the girl in front of him in surprise. What's the situation? 

 

"It's actually related to a special case I took over before..." Zheng nianlei said. 

 

It turned out that with her efforts and talents, Zheng nianlei gradually began to stand out in the industry 

and took on some cases with a lot of money. 

 

One of them took over such a case. At that time, as the plaintiff, he won the lawsuit and made the rival 

company lose a lot of money. The other side once offered a price in the underground world. 

 

To assassinate her! 

 

However, due to the status and prestige of Zheng nianlei's father in Xihai City, many killers are 

powerless. 

 

Therefore, Zheng nianlei himself did not take this matter to heart. 

 

But also does not rule out the heavy money under the suspicion of reckless. 

 

"So it is!" 



 

If ye Chen thinks about it, it seems that everything can be explained, but in fact it is the undercurrent 

surging. 

 

Ye Chen sent the simple information of the matter to Jin Lengyan. 

 

Soon, a burst of mobile phone vibration rang out, ye Chen took out the mobile phone from his trouser 

pocket, a look at the remarks above, it is Jin Lengyan. 

 

"Hello?" 

 

"I've found out. It's as good as you expected. Zheng nianlei really offended some guys because of a 

lawsuit." 

 

"The other party is going to buy Zheng nianlei's life at all costs!" 

 

"But still subject to the Zheng family's local influence in the West Sea, no one dares to accept orders 

openly!" 

 

"Why did Zheng nianlei's father say that he had never heard of it?" Ye Chen asks suspiciously. 

 

The other end of the phone pondered for a while: "this is the second thing I want to say. Xihai Yuanyuan 

Pharmaceutical Group has a problem!" 

 

"The company is now developing biochemical products, including living human experiments!" 

 

"But I don't know where this technology came from!" 

 

"But instructor, this experiment is related to some things of kunlunxu, and even uses the spirit gathering 

array on the human body. Besides, some clues seem to prove that this matter has something to do with 

yuan Daofeng, but it's not certain for such a short time." 



 

"Instructor, wait a minute. I'll take a call. It'll be soon." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and waited patiently. 

 

Twenty seconds later, Jin Lengyan's eager voice suddenly came from the other end of the phone: 

"instructor, yuan Daofeng has appeared. It's really related to distant medicine." 

 

Ye Chen Mou son one coagulates, some accidents, way: "tell me the location immediately, the fastest 

speed!" 

 

From ye Chen's keen perception! 

 

"Gathering spirit array... Living dead..." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are deep and firm. Everything behind this is about to surface! 

 

…… 
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An hour later, Jin Lengyan sent an address to Ye Chen. 

 

"Xiushui village, underground of cement plant!" 

 

Ye Chen arranges Zheng nianlei's safety and goes straight to the destination! 

 

After a stick of incense, ye Chen's figure stands in front of the gate. The strong wind blows his skirt, and 

a figure is approaching from the distant sky! 



 

Ye Chen released his spirit and drew a smile from the corner of his mouth. 

 

"There's something interesting about this array." 

 

"You use the living dead as your eyes, just to limit my strength?" 

 

"And you didn't choose kunlunxu, you chose Huaxia. That is to say, you know that the rules of heaven 

and earth of Huaxia have an impact on me, and I will take Huaxia into consideration when I do it?" 

 

"You think that's better than me?" 

 

Ye Chen to the void light way. 

 

"Ye Chen, you are so Haunted!" 

 

A cold voice came, and the comer turned slowly. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes looked at the pale face and knew that it was yuan Daofeng. 

 

However, the underground living dead are the eyes of the array, and many evil spirits are flowing out 

towards yuan Daofeng. 

 

Yuan Daofeng at the moment is somewhat similar to the Wuzu in the evil disk of that town. 

 

Ye Chen says: "no matter how, you are not my adversary!" 

 

Yuan Daofeng waved his sleeve and stood behind him with both hands: "Ye Chen, you are always the 

one who can't see the situation clearly!" 

 



"When the plan succeeds, I'm still me!" 

 

Yuan Daofeng's hoarse voice says to Ye Chen. 

 

"Obstinate." 

 

Ye Chen gently shook his head, he knew how to persuade again, is also useless. 

 

Yuan Daofeng will never reveal a word, in that case. 

 

In Ye Chen's eyes, there is a flash of determination! 

 

Yuan Daofeng also caught the look in his eyes, and his hoarse voice said again: "what? Want to do it? 

Don't be a saint 

 

He said darkly. 

 

Ye Chen didn't answer. He put his hands behind him and closed his eyes to wait for something. 

 

"Ye Chen!" 

 

"Today is your day of death!" 

 

Yuan Daofeng yelled angrily and clapped several hands one after another. The whole factory collapsed! 

 

Yuan Daofeng's strong breath burst out! The evil spirit swept over. 

 

Even faint breakthrough! 

 



Without Ye Chen, he would really be a god like being on this earth. But now yuan Daofeng has not taken 

the last step! 

 

But now he's ready to take that step! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are indifferent. 

 

Such a large array can only come from outside China. 

 

His palms are the strongest martial arts Ye Chen has ever seen in China! 

 

Yuan Daofeng knew that he wanted to kill Ye Chen here, which was just wishful thinking! 

 

He "Jie" gives out a strange smile, and wants to absorb the power of the big formation. At this time, ye 

Chen's figure appears, and he will interrupt yuan Daofeng's promotion! 

 

Yuan Daofeng turns his head to see ye Chen. The corner of his mouth rises slightly, and a strange smile 

appears on his face. 

 

"I know there is a big gap between me and you, but there are some ways to deal with you." 

 

The next second, the void around us was about to crack. 

 

Ye Chen expression dignified, finger pinch Jue, guard the Chinese will crack space! 

 

"Mean!" 

 

Ye Chen suspended in the air, scolded. 

 

Yuan Daofeng threatened to destroy China. 



 

Ye Chen really has the ability to solve yuan Daofeng in one move. 

 

But as soon as yuan Daofeng died, the underground array started, and the space of China would be torn. 

 

When the time comes, there will be no doubt that the Chinese people will die! 

 

This is a dangerous move, but ye Chen has to say that this is yuan Daofeng's only chance of winning. 

 

The battle between the two is imminent! 

 

On the void, the two figures are looking at each other silently, and the violent pressure will solidify the 

air! 

 

Turn the hand between is make nine sky color change! 

 

The interface of the earth, never had such a strong fight, rumor, if there is a detached supreme 

presence, full hand, there will be great terror! 

 

The sky gradually became dark, and the thunder and lightning of the bowl mouth went across the sky, 

and the roar sounded, straight to them! 

 

That violent thunder and lightning falls on Ye Chen, the slightest can't produce harm to Ye Chen. 

 

Just because ye Chen's physical body and strength are superior to the Chinese way of heaven. 

 

That thunder rob see to Ye Chen invalid, unexpectedly toward yuan Daofeng to rush! 

 

Yuan Daofeng is not so relaxed. He thought he was on the top of the earth. In fact, he is not. The power 

of the interface does not allow the existence of detachment! 



 

Heaven will erase it! 

 

Under the pressure of interface rules, everything is a mole ant! 

 

That thunder disaster from the earth's interface, hard to bear a record, for yuan Daofeng, it must be the 

end of death! 

 

Such a level of fighting is earth shaking. Even if ordinary people just look at it from a distance, they will 

feel unstable! 

 

"I tried my best to reach the realm, ye Chen, you have already reached it!" 

 

"Unfortunately, your heart is too kind!" 

 

Yuan Daofeng's figure dodges in the void, and takes advantage of the gap to launch an attack against Ye 

Chen! 

 

Yuan Daofeng used to prove the truth by killing his heart. In those days, countless ghosts died in the 

hands of martial arts practitioners. When he was at the peak in the past, he once blocked hundreds of 

people! 

 

At that time, he vowed to fight for the strongest on earth! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are burning, and the light of destruction between his hands is burning. 

 

"Your heart of Tao has already collapsed, and you will stop here all your life!" At the moment of Ye 

Chen, light mouth way. 

 

"Do you really think you can threaten me with Huaxia?" 

 



"Ridiculous 

 

"I'm Ye Chen. Today, I'll show you what God is!" 

 

At this moment, ye Chen doesn't plan to stay! 
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At this moment, ye Chen is hanging above the sky. 

 

There was a strong momentum all around. 

 

The aura of Chinese heaven and earth seems to flow to Ye Chen. 

 

Not only that, the emptiness of Ye Chen's whole body seems to be completely torn! 

 

Yuan Daofeng was slightly stunned. At this moment, he seemed to realize the legendary Ye Chen. 

 

He knew that he underestimated Ye Chen! 

 

But now the sword is on the string and has to be fired! 

 

He has no choice! 

 

"Ye Chen, do you really think you can win?" Yuan Daofeng looks ferocious. 

 

"Since you gave up Huaxia and the Mountain Gate broke, your ending has been doomed!" Ye Chen 

calms down. 



 

Yuan Daofeng hummed coldly: "you are worthy of preaching?" 

 

"Go to death, blood sacrifice is coming!" 

 

With a loud drink, drops of blood rain fall on the void, and each drop is stinging Ye Chen's skin. The 

dripping blood rain condenses into a bloody butterfly, and one by one flies against Ye Chen. 

 

The bloody butterfly swallowed up the thunder disaster of that day. Its power is terrible! 

 

In the moment close to Ye Chen, a blood red butterfly burst open, a fierce explosion! 

 

A hundred feet of dust! 

 

The roar covered the whole sky! 

 

Ye Chen is gone! 

 

Yuan Daofeng slightly a joy, is he overestimated Ye Chen? 

 

"Ha ha ha ha ha!" 

 

Yuan Daofeng a roar of laughter resounded throughout the world, in his eyes, at the moment of Ye Chen 

has become a pool of blood mud! 

 

In the face of such a bombing, there is no chance of survival if we fight hard in the front! 

 

Blood smoke filled the whole factory, yuan Daofeng's figure standing on the void, looking at all this, it's 

time to end! 

 



"Is that what you do?" 

 

Yuan Daofeng, who was just about to turn and leave, heard the calm and indifferent voice below. He 

suddenly turned back, widened his eyes and looked at the direction of the voice in disbelief! 

 

A figure walks out slowly, and the smoke of gunpowder disperses. It is Ye Chen. 

 

At this time, ye Chen's body is still tall and straight, standing in front, looking directly at yuan Daofeng: 

"if you face me a few years ago, maybe I will fall, but for me now, it's not enough!" 

 

At the end of the speech, ye Chen's figure rose to the sky. 

 

"Yuan Daofeng, I have many masters." 

 

"Today, I'll let you feel the martial arts of your masters!" 

 

"Luosha fist, break all directions!" 

 

The void is broken, ye Chen blows out! Hit heavily on yuan Daofeng's body! 

 

Too fast to dodge! 

 

Yuan Daofeng didn't even see ye Chen's action clearly, and the pain that twisted his face to the extreme 

had spread all over his body. 

 

He even felt that his body would be torn on the spot! 

 

"Heaven burning palm! Destroy the sky 

 



Yuan Daofeng's pupil keeps enlarging at the moment, and he feels that ye Chen's martial arts level is not 

high. 

 

But why is it so terrifying? 

 

Even every blow, extremely pure! 

 

But at the moment, ye Chen's look is incomparably indifferent. 

 

His martial arts is really powerful, powerful enough to tear China at will! 

 

However, the martial arts skills of those great powers who had just activated reincarnation cemetery in 

Huaxia were extremely consistent with the rules of heaven in Huaxia. 

 

Now that he's here, it's a combination of his martial arts! 

 

Ye Chen's doing this is to pay homage to the great power of the reincarnation cemetery! 

 

"Ah 

 

A painful roar sounded, and the furious yuan Daofeng wanted to fight back, but found it impossible! 

 

At this moment, ye Chen is like a God, and he is the mole ant that God overlooks! 

 

He looked at his chest above the two bloody wounds, look complex! 

 

It contains the power of Ye Chen's destruction. In the endless wound of strangling yuan Daofeng, the 

vitality will not die, and the meaning of destruction will not disappear! 

 



Yuan Daofeng's tendons burst, "cough..." a few mouthfuls of blood gushed out, the dark brown thick 

liquid left from the corner of his mouth, he gasped, and the big beads of sweat rolled down from his 

forehead! 

 

"Ye Chen, you should die!" 

 

He is not willing to roar. 

 

Ye Chen calm eyes looking at him, like looking at years of friends: "now it's still time to stop!" 

 

"Go to die, ye Chen!" The sharp pain from the wound has made yuan Daofeng lose his mind, and he 

pours on Ye Chen like a mad dog! 

 

With one punch, ye Chen's side ears and subtle angle clang clang evade, responding to yuan Daofeng's 

another blow! 

 

"Yi!" 

 

The sound of fists tearing open the flesh and blood rings out. On yuan Daofeng's chest, there is another 

big bloody hole! 

 

But yuan Daofeng appeared in front of Ye Chen. 

 

"Ha ha ha ha!" A burst of laughter came from the success of the trick, "naturally I can't kill you. Since I 

became the master's chess piece, it has been doomed to the end, and my task is to hit you hard today! 

Do you want to live? Or let those ordinary Chinese people live? " 

 

He wants to explode, let Ye Chen choose! 

 

Ye Chen can easily avoid yuan Daofeng's self explosion. 

 



Even if you don't hide, ye Chen's horrible body can't have an accident. 

 

But ye Chen has to think too much. 

 

The next second, his eyes a coagulation, reincarnation xuanbei again for array eyes! 

 

He has to absorb the energy of his own explosion! 

 

In a flash, the sky's blood gas exploded, and a bloody mushroom cloud rose on the border of tens of 

kilometers! 

 

On that day, countless media reported that in a remote cement factory, the huge blood colored 

mushroom cloud rose from the sky, emitting bursts of fishy smell. However, it was strange that there 

were no casualties in the area of dozens of kilometers. 

 

And the center of the explosion at this moment. 

 

An arm stretched out from the soil, and then propped up half of his body. A slightly embarrassed figure 

slowly emerged from the soil. He looked indifferent and shook his head gently to shake off the dust from 

the top of his hair. 

 

It's Ye Chen. 

 

"Yuan Daofeng's problem has been solved." 

 

"But the clue is broken." 

 

"If I don't feel wrong, the separation of emperor Shitian should still be hidden in China." 

 

"This may be the last hidden danger." 



 

Ye Chen looked at all that was destroyed around, but shook his head. 

 

Ye Chen takes out his mobile phone from reincarnation cemetery and presses a number. 

 

"Jin Lengyan, now the situation is like this..." 

 

Ye Chengang wants to open his mouth, and Jin Lengyan's worried voice has come from his mobile 

phone: "drillmaster, you're a little bit noisy! Are you hurt? " 

 

"The situation is far more serious than imagined. I'm afraid the people behind yuan Daofeng have been 

in the dark all the time." Ye Chen pondered for a long time, but he had no choice but to tell the truth. 

The reason and the war with yuan Daofeng were just the prelude! 

 

"So what's your plan?" Jin Lengyan asked suspiciously, at present, yuan Daofeng's line has been broken. 

According to reason, once yuan Daofeng died, everything here should have ended. But in fact, it's far 

from that simple. Not to mention the change of Chinese aura, even the people behind yuan Daofeng 

never showed up. 

 

"If what I expected is right, the man behind yuan Daofeng is a part of my enemy." Ye chendao. 

 

"Close to Zheng nianlei's father, I suspect that he has had contact with that guy. Although I don't know 

the specific situation, this is the only point that can be checked at present!" 
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"I'm going to investigate now!" 

 

The sound of Jin Leng Yan's dignified voice came from the mobile phone. Now, the situation is too bad 

for ye Chen. The enemy is in the dark and I am in the light. It's really passive. 

 



"Let me know as soon as you have news!" 

 

Ye Chen asked: "never act in private!" 

 

…… 

 

Ye Chen solves everything and is ready to leave. 

 

But at this time, ye Chen's expression is one coagulate. 

 

"There's always a sense of uneasiness!" 

 

Ye Chen murmured, then raised his head, found that the last touch of the setting sun down the 

mountain, night shrouded the whole land. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen did not choose to leave. Instead, he sat alone on the top of a mountain dozens 

of kilometers away from the cement plant, overlooking the battlefield that had turned into dust in the 

distance. 

 

The bright moon reflects Ye Chen's back, which seems a little lonely. The huge world is supported by him 

alone. 

 

"Ye Chen, we meet again!" 

 

A voice that sounds hard to distinguish between male and female comes, ye Chen doesn't look back, for 

this voice, he can't be more familiar with it! 

 

It was the voice of the emperor Shitian who had fought several times before. 

 

"I'm still looking around for your trace. You're good enough to find yourself!" 



 

Ye Chen hangs to sit on the back of the mountain top half sky and didn't turn head, also didn't get up, 

just plain response way. 

 

The tone was as natural as making friends with an old friend who had been away for many years. 

 

"Not to mention, I'm going to fall in love with this land." A black robed man's figure flashed, walked to 

the edge of the cliff, sat side by side with Ye Chen, and looked at Ye Chen. 

 

There was a trace of white hair under the black robe. 

 

"I don't like yuan Daofeng, but as a dog, he knows how to do things!" 

 

The man spoke faintly. 

 

"Now that you have killed him, I have no one to use. It's even difficult for me to launch the trial of 

demons here. Are you sure you don't want to stand in the same line with me?" 

 

"As long as you are willing to do it, you and me may dominate the world, and even I can let you take the 

place of yuhuanggudi." 

 

The white haired man in Black said again. 

 

"Oh? I've got it all. What are you working so hard for? " Ye Chen Mou son one coagulates, light way. 

 

The man is noncommittal, did not answer Ye Chen's question positively. 

 

"Why did you come to China?" 

 

"For the sake of life!" 



 

Ye Chen wrote lightly. 

 

"All the people in the world? "National righteousness?" The man disdained to smile, "it seems that 

people on earth like to use these false words." 

 

"It's just some mole ants. Their death is to prove our supreme road. It's a proper death!" 

 

There is no cover up for the fanatical color in men's eyes! 

 

"The mole ant in your mouth is my friend, family and even the person I want to guard!" 

 

"So, the way is different!" 

 

Ye Chen cut off the railway. 

 

"But I don't think you are like the emperor Shitian I came into contact with in the earth's heart, let alone 

a separate body." 

 

This is the biggest doubt in Ye Chen's heart. 

 

He can't even see through the guy in front of him. 

 

The black robed man showed a smile: "when you appeared outside the territory, you were already 

noticed by Emperor Shitian, but he was not sure about your existence." 

 

"And I'm a demon incarnation of him, a demon incarnation, independent of noumenon." 

 

"You can call me emperor Shitian, or you can call me the Lord of the demons, but in a sense, I'm not 

him." 



 

"At that time, when he condensed me, I had consciousness. All my decisions were relatively 

independent, and even my practice had little to do with the demons." 

 

"But our goals are the same." 

 

"Since I knew you existed, I came to China and began to lay out." 

 

"I thought you had so many enemies outside the territory that I didn't have time to distract you. Then I 

used these people as your demons to control you." 

 

"I never thought you were back." 

 

"It's getting closer and closer to my plan, but you've come to destroy them one by one." 

 

The smile on the man's face slowly disappeared, gradually gloomy: "I sometimes think, you don't fight 

me, how good!" 

 

"It's a pity to kill such a genius as you!" 

 

The man licked his lips, and his killing intention was already on his face. 

 

"I'm not used to seeing you like this. Whether you are emperor Shitian or not, you will lose!" 

 

Ye Chen opens his mouth and calms down. 

 

"Oh? Don't you want to know my strength? " 

 

The man asked with interest. 

 



Ye Chen raised his head and looked at the black robed man in front of him calmly: "I don't need to know, 

but I'm not used to seeing you like this!" 

 

"Ha ha ha ha!" 

 

The man burst out laughing, tired in his indisputable voice, but with a few breaths, his black robe faded. 

 

A white haired man with evil Qi all over his body stands before ye Chen. 

 

"Now you have to consider the rules of space and the reduction of martial arts. You really love this land. 

Before yuan Daofeng's self explosion, I knew that you would bear it by yourself. If I guessed correctly, 

your body can't bear the high-intensity battle and kill you. Now I'm enough!" 

 

The figure a flash, toward the leaf Chen hit! 

 

"In that case, die!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are dignified with his killing intention. 

 

The other side was right. He absorbed yuan Daofeng's strength with his array, and he still had some 

injuries. 

 

But at the moment, he can't be sure about the strength of the devil. 

 

Ye Chen's figure keeps on dodging, several body positions open distance, Emperor Shitian's body shape 

is as flexible as a dragon, clinging to Ye Chen tightly, a few palms clang to avoid, but still can't help but 

get a punch. 

 

In the middle of Ye Chen's chest. 

 



"If yuan Daofeng can force you to such an extent, that dog is loyal to me!" The emperor Shitian looked 

down at the injured Ye Chen. 

 

At the moment, hearing emperor Shitian's taunt, ye Chen also raised his head: "if you are here, I may be 

afraid of something. A demon is just separated. Half a Jin laughs!" 

 

When Emperor Shitian heard the speech, his face became more gloomy: "in my eyes, you are just a mole 

ant!" 

 

"To suppress you, even if you are separated, it's just to raise your hands!" 

 

The color of the moon is covered by the blood of the emperor, and the color between heaven and earth 

is full of scarlet! 

 

"The heart devil also has half step out, the way is not empty, pass only in person!" 

 

"Disobeying the will of a demon's separation, you will die and die!" 

 

Emperor Shitian looked down at Ye Chen, and his indifferent voice came. 

 

"Ben Zun? Is your cultivation also worthy of respect 

 

The terrible momentum pervaded between heaven and earth, this night, countless people are restless, 

nightmares flying! 

 

Even now ye Chen, facing the emperor Shitian, is the first time completely dignified! 

 

A starry sky looms together. 

 

"This is... The legend of... Hongmeng big starry sky, no, impossible!" Emperor Shitian was a little 

surprised. 
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The power of Hongmeng starry sky is too strong to appear in China. 

 

Once it appears, China will break up. 

 

Ye Chen smiles: "this is not a big starry sky, it's just a piece of artistic conception evolved from my Taoist 

heart." 

 

"I didn't expect that there was something unexpected!" Emperor Shi Tianyan saw that ye Chen was 

more and more powerful. He didn't feel lost, but he was very excited! 

 

In the eyes of emperor Shitian, ye Chen is just like a lamb to be slaughtered. Everything about ye Chen 

will be his! 

 

Between the heaven and the earth restored the pure brightness, that monstrous supreme evil idea also 

completely retreats! 

 

Ye Chen can't keep his mind steady. The body shape of emperor Shitian has been killed! 

 

"Ye Chen, as soon as I see you today, you really deserve your reputation!" 

 

"But that's it!" 

 

Emperor Shitian looks at Ye Chen below. At this moment, he smiles! 

 

No matter how evil Ye Chen is, he can't lift the storm! 

 



"Four spirits heart evil way!" 

 

In the roar of emperor Shitian, he could not hide his ecstasy! 

 

Only in Ye Chen's whole body, appeared a eight trigrams array which shrouded the intention of killing, 

trapped it in the middle. 

 

"Twilight of the gods." 

 

In the mountains with a radius of 100 Zhang, between the ravines, the deep awns light up and the array 

rules interweave into a killing array covering a vast area! 

 

With the voice of emperor Shitian, "rise!" Word formula. 

 

Rosefinch, white tiger, green dragon, Xuanwu! 

 

The shadow of the four gods and beasts came from the sky, and the air of killing and cutting was soaring 

to the sky! 

 

Qi Qi is killing Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen Mou son one coagulates, some accidents. 

 

The power of these four beasts comes from the Dragon veins and terrain of China. 

 

The most powerful force of Huaxia is between hands. 

 

Their own strength can be easily broken. 

 



But once broken, it will be equivalent to destroying the land and condensing the potential of endless 

years. 

 

Obviously, this means of separating the mind and the devil of emperor Shitian should not be 

underestimated! 

 

Ye Chen did not think of a good solution for the time being, so he could only keep dodging. 

 

The attack of killing and cutting of the four heart demons and holy beasts is constantly attacking. In a 

moment, the blood has dyed Ye Chen's skirt red. 

 

But it doesn't matter. 

 

"Ye Chen, how does it taste?" Emperor Shitian looked at Ye Chen, who was running away from the 

battle, and his face was more exuberant! 

 

In his eyes, ye Chen is already a dead man! 

 

Four fierce beast's kill felling means arrive together, force Ye Chen to the corner, have no place to 

retreat! 

 

"Ye Chen, do you have any cards?" 

 

"Or do you want Huaxia to perish with you?" 

 

However, at this moment, ye Chen stopped. 

 

He raised his head, looking at a direction, light way: "you forget one thing." 

 

"I also have violet." 



 

"Qinglong mountain, Xiao Zi help me!" 

 

"This is the time!" 

 

Ye Chen suddenly opens the star eye, a startling momentum bursts out, purple light surrounds. 

 

At the same time, in the distant Qinglong mountains, a purple light column rises from all over the sky, 

and the vision is amazing! 

 

"No matter whether you are the emperor or the devil, it's your turn now!" 

 

Feeling the bursts of vitality from ye Chen's body, the emperor Shitian finally finds something wrong. 

From the beginning, the boy hasn't even had a hand! 

 

"He is..." 

 

Emperor Shitian's eyes coagulated, as if he thought of something. He clenched his fists tightly, and the 

upper and lower rows of teeth cackled! 

 

Emperor Shitian clapped it, but it was easily resolved by Ye Chen, "the will of the world, what a deep 

calculation!" 

 

At the moment, ye Chen's figure is like a god floating quietly in the void. Although the previous battle 

broke his skirt and made him a little embarrassed, his incomparable momentum announced that from 

this moment on, he would blow the bugle of counterattack! 

 

The twinkling stars around him stimulated every nerve of the emperor Shitian. 

 

The demonized four evil beast virtual shadow, under the crazy urge of emperor Shitian, attack and kill Ye 

Chen! 



 

"I have a part too!" 

 

Ye Chen a big drink, that once accompanied him to fight innumerable times outside the body 

incarnation rose up, will four fierce beast living forced back. 

 

See that incarnate Ye Chen, the skin vein of the body surface more coagulate solid a few minutes, the 

facial expression is like Ye Chen general indifference. 

 

The purple armor pattern on it is also very clear, ye Chen's eyes burst out the supreme light! 

 

That incarnation actually seems to have a life in general, opened his eyes! 

 

The sharp blade in hand sends out the endless murderous spirit! 

 

At the moment, ye Chen and the separation seem to be one! 

 

The rosefinch on the void hissed, a pair of wings incited, endless black flames and dark night merged 

into a scene, in the state of no waves, the killing opportunity has arrived! 

 

Ye Chen's incarnation overlooks it without any reaction! 

 

The endless flame strikes on the armor of Ye Chen's incarnation, just like a stone sinking into the sea, 

without any ripple! 

 

Emperor Shitian's face crossed with a confident look, "the devil in the heart is on fire 

 

His fingertips made an indescribable mark! 

 



In a flash, ye Chen's incarnation, like a prairie fire, lit up endless black flames, and Shengsheng burned 

up the purple light on his body! 

 

The next moment, ye Chen finally moved! 

 

Ye Chen's incarnation stretched out his sword finger and just paddled over the void. The space was cut 

open! 

 

Endless storm turbulence gushed out, ye Chen incarnation tiger body a shock, that burning black awn 

unexpectedly was born shock broken! 

 

Purple light to light up the sky again, in the void, that hideous crack is still raging! 
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Separate body again shot out, and ye Chen mind interlinked, he is no longer as he used to be, his speed 

and ye Chen is the same! 

 

But a moment's flash body, ye Chen incarnation puts away a hand, has already swept to that rosefinch in 

front of, stretch out a purple gold to send out the arm of thunder Mang, dead to strangle that rosefinch 

neck! 

 

"Damn it 

 

Emperor Shi Tianyan sees that the situation is not good, so he will urge the curse seal, and the three 

fierce beasts of green dragon, white tiger and Xuanwu will attack Ye Chen! 

 

Haven't had time to start, see ye Chen incarnation will be firmly tied to the neck of the rosefinch fly out, 

its figure also disappeared in situ. 

 



The joint attack of the three fierce beasts failed. Even the emperor Shitian on one side could not imagine 

why the speed of the external incarnation was so fast? 

 

The huge force with inertia will fly the huge body of the rosefinch, deeply into the mountain! 

 

When the rosefinch was hit like this, some of them couldn't find the north. They just got up from the 

mountain. At the next moment, the huge purple shadow had swept behind them! 

 

It's the combination of Ye Chen's incarnation and Xiao Zi's power! 

 

Purple figure from behind a embrace rosefinch, it issued a cry of despair! 

 

See ye Chen idea move, ye Chen incarnation of two palms like pliers tightly lock a pair of wings of 

rosefinch, it can't move! 

 

"Yes 

 

It's the sound of separation of flesh and blood. 

 

A pair of wings of rosefinch was torn down by Ye Chen's incarnation, and black blood gushed out! 

 

Ink dyed the moon! 

 

"Haw!" 

 

Rosefinch a loud roar across the sky, life was Ye Chen pulled wings, to speed it, even ye Chen's shadow 

can't find! 

 

The ferocious wounds in the ribs are still spraying black blood, even the muscles and bones are bright 

red! 



 

The dying rosefinch is pinched by Ye Chen again and thrown into the torn space gap! 

 

As soon as the rosefinch's body entered, the turbulent space instantly strangled the rosefinch's body 

into mud! 

 

"Poof!" 

 

The rosefinch, who had a soul contract with the emperor Shitian, fell. He was also sprayed with a 

mouthful of bright red blood, and his breath was weak. 

 

Ye Chen at this moment is to turn head finally, hope to the remaining three fierce beasts. 

 

Green dragon, white tiger, Xuanwu! 

 

In the eyes of the three evil beasts, there is a sense of fear! 

 

They can see the end of rosefinch! 

 

Although they signed a contract with the emperor Shitian, they are also spiritual objects! 

 

Each one is extremely powerful, and their evolutionary potential is infinite! 

 

Emperor Shitian's blood gushed out and collapsed to the ground. His fierce eyes still looked at Ye Chen 

on the void, "Ye Chen, I will kill you!" 

 

He was not only defeated in this battle, but even the four fierce beasts were rebellious! 

 

Emperor Shitian's eyes are murderous. He still has the last means! 

 



Of course, ye Chen didn't notice a waste lying on the ground at the moment, and his attention was still 

on the remaining three fierce beasts! 

 

The most powerful Qinglong took the lead to break free from the shackles, "Ow!" With a howl of 

excitement, he rushed to the sky! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are indifferent. He just killed him. Now he wants to go. Where is it so easy? 

 

"Did I let you go?" Ye Chen's cold voice reverberates between heaven and earth. 

 

The white tiger and Xuanwu who just broke free from the shackles heard Ye Chen's voice. They were 

stunned at first. They didn't react. Ye Chen had already made a move! 

 

"My real strength, in this space, is God! Give it to me 

 

With Ye Chen's light drink, the whole space is frozen! 

 

At this moment, even the white tiger and Xuanwu couldn't move at all. What made them palpitate most 

was that everything in the space was stopped at the moment! 

 

I can't even breathe! 

 

The two fierce beasts were flushed! 

 

Ye Chen's body separates empty to stretch out palm, lightly a drag! 

 

The green dragon, which was about to break through the sky, was pulled by a mysterious force and 

slowly flew to Ye Chen's hands! 

 

The huge body of the dragon, separated by its sword fingers, disintegrated at the speed visible to the 

naked eye, turned into pieces of meat and fell into the void! 



 

"It's just right to warm up little purple!" Ye Chen whispers softly! 

 

Clean up all ye Chen, untied the space confinement. 

 

The remaining two fierce beasts, Xuanwu and Baihu, were still in the same place and did not dare to do 

anything too much! 

 

I'm kidding. The end of Qinglong is more miserable than that of Zhuque! 

 

"You two..." Ye Chen's eyes turned to the remaining two fierce beasts. His eyes turned and he thought 

about it. 

 

Ye Chen's Mou Guang a congeals, kills the idea to burst out! 

 

The two wary beasts were afraid that ye Chen would start. Xuanwu, who was timid in nature, took the 

lead in saying, "I am willing to submit to Mr. Ye and follow him to the death!" 

 

At the end of the speech, the huge beast knelt down slowly, bowed his head and waited for ye Chen to 

fall! 

 

Its this action, in Ye Chen's anticipation! 

 

The white tiger, who killed him, saw that Xuanwu had already surrendered. If he provoked the man in 

front of him, it was just a dead end. 

 

It slowly lay down, also chose to kneel down! 

 

"I am willing to submit and follow Mr. Ye Chen!" 

 



Two fierce beasts, surrender! 

 

Ye Chen this just leak out satisfied facial expression, the body outside incarnation big hand one wave, a 

put on purple streamer gush to two beast's heart! 

 

White tiger and Xuanwu looked at each other, and did not resist! 

 

Because the previous emperor Shitian also signed this kind of soul contract with them. If ye Chen 

betrayed them, they would die with just one thought! 

 

"Let me drive you for a hundred years, and let you be free!" Ye Chen calm voice opens a way. 

 

White tiger Xuanwu two beasts is a Leng first, "eh?" 

 

Immediately, a look of ecstasy appeared on their faces: "is Mr. Ye's words true?" 

 

I'm kidding. They used to be sacred animals. They had the highest longevity yuan. For ordinary people, it 

might be a lifetime! 

 

But for them, it's just between the fingers! 

 

Ye Chen thought, "nature is serious, you don't move crooked mind, this mark, I will withdraw!" 

 

With a wave of his hand, the oppressive feeling that lingered in the hearts of the two beasts 

disappeared! 

 

"This..." 

 

Now it's the turn of the white tiger and Xuanwu. They are a little confused. They can control themselves, 

but they let them go on purpose? 



 

The two beasts at the moment, in the true sense, are free bodies! 

 

"Hundred years of cooperation!" Ye Chen opens a way again. 

 

He couldn't use those clumsy methods. The reason why he killed people before was just to return them 

to others. 

 

What's more, Hua Xia tells Ye Chen that if he's not in China, it's not enough to rely on the dark hall and 

dragon soul alone. He needs a stronger presence to protect this land. 

 

"I, two beasts, would like to listen to Mr. Ye's call at any time!" See two animal side light a flash, two 

animal huge body slowly shrink, in a moment, ye Chen's hand more than two pendants! 

 

Looking at the two pendants in his hand at the moment, he was also thinking about how to arrange the 

two beasts. The two fierce beasts were also very clever. In order to protect themselves, they turned into 

pendants! 

 

Within a hundred years, these pendants will never reappear in front of the world. 

 

Once the pendants are destroyed, they will return to the world! 
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"That's a good way, too!" Ye Chen said to himself. 

 

On one side, the emperor Shitian had another strong cough, "Keke..." 

 

He's so weak! 



 

After a series of heavy losses, Emperor Shitian has also lost the last capital to fight for! 

 

Ye Chen's incarnation slowly dissipates, and ye Chen's figure is still standing on the top of the cliff. 

Behind him, the sea is shining brightly in the moonlight. 

 

Ye Chen gently bows and gasps! 

 

Although Ye Chen is strong, on the one hand, ye Chen has to fight against the four beasts, and at the 

same time, he has to protect the rules of China's heaven and earth, and control the separation. 

 

The loss of spiritual power is extremely great. 

 

What's more, little purple wanted to sleep deeply, and she forced herself to wake up at the cost of 

spiritual power. 

 

In this state, it is almost exhausted! 

 

"Ye Chen, you also have today!" Emperor Shitian also struggled to get up, just walked a step, then fell to 

the ground again! 

 

He sees that ye Chen's condition is not good at the moment, he wants to kill Ye Chen! 

 

But what emperor Shi Tian's state at the moment is no better than ye Chen's! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes fixed on him, at this time, who can take the lead to recover some physical strength, take 

the lead to attack, who can take the lead! 

 

But helpless Ye Chen just spirit power consumption is excessive, some collapse just! 

 



After a short rest, he got up and came to the emperor Shitian. 

 

On the other hand, Emperor Shitian was originally a separate spirit and devil, but now his spirit has been 

damaged and he has lost the chance. 

 

Looking at Ye Chen who comes with the intention of killing step by step, he lowers his head! 

 

"It's over!" 

 

Ye Chen goes to the front and raises his hand to end his life. As long as he dies, the emperor Shitian in 

the earth's heart will never touch the earth again, and he will leave China. 

 

Suddenly, Emperor Shitian raised his head and said with a wild smile, "if I lose, you don't want to win!" 

 

"The devil is broken up!" 

 

Emperor Shitian's body began to be surrounded by endless evil spirit, and every cell in his body began to 

be full of energy. 

 

Ye Chen is surprised, subconsciously will leave, but at the moment the spiritual power in the body is 

exhausted, where can retreat? 

 

"Bang!" 

 

The endless spirit of demons exploded, not like yuan Daofeng's self explosion at that time, but the spirit 

of demons completely shrouded Ye Chen, and the dust surged, half of the small cliff collapsed. 

 

Heart demons everywhere, rolling mountain gravel with falling into the shimmering sea, now the wind, 

the waves! 

 

Between the surging waves, the mountain rushed to the embrace of the sea. 



 

Emperor Shitian's mind and devil in China fall apart! 

 

And ye Chen, this moment, the mind flashed endless pictures. 

 

It's like a Devil trying to break his heart. 

 

But ye Chen's Wuzu's mind is so strong. 

 

But no matter how strong Ye Chen is, he is really tired at this moment. 

 

He closed his eyes and fell off the cliff into the sea. 

 

Disappeared. 

 

…… 

 

Meanwhile, a base. 

 

"What?" 

 

"Why don't you report it earlier, and go to search for the whereabouts of the temple master as soon as 

possible!" 

 

Lu Lingfeng was awakened by the ringing of a mobile phone. 

 

It's the news from Jin Lengyan's dragon soul team. 

 



Not long ago, not far from the battle between Ye Chen and Yuan Daofeng, there was another amazing 

battle! 

 

After the first World War, Jin Lengyan lost contact with Ye Chen. 

 

"You mean tiandanghai?" 

 

Lu Lingfeng quickly opened the map: "the tiandang sea originates from the Tianshan area. Through years 

of scouring, it rushes out of the Tianshan gorge near tonggute, and forms a large-scale impact fan under 

the north slope of Tianshan Mountain. The valley impact fan has a large scale and opens northward in an 

umbrella shape, which is called a geological wonder." 

 

"It's not a scenic spot here. There are almost no tourists. The risk factor of shooting is high, so there 

should be no witnesses. Standing at the top of the mountain and looking at the bottom of the valley, 

you can see the sea area..." 

 

Lu Lingfeng muttered to himself, "contact the authorities quickly, block that area, and try to find the 

whereabouts of the temple master!" 

 

"Take me to the scene, I want to see the battle mark!" 

 

…… 

 

Three days later. 

 

A huge cruise ship runs over a vast expanse of sea. 

 

"Longhai Tianxing cruise" is the largest ship ever developed by Weijia company, a new financial group. 

 

The hull has a very interesting design with a huge smiling face and eye-catching red lips on the front. 

 



It can accommodate 6600 passengers, with high-altitude cableways, three water slides, a TV studio, two 

private "islands" and 10 bars and restaurants. 

 

Luxury! 

 

"My little princess, are you really just here to relax?" 

 

"Zhiyao, what do you think?" 

 

On the deck of a luxury cruise ship, a girl in white sportswear, about 20 years old, with a ponytail, is lying 

on the handrail of the cruise ship. The girl has slender willow eyebrows, her eyelashes quiver slightly, 

but her sexy red lips are like rose petals, which can't help touching. 

 

The chest of the proud against the railing, abnormal full. 

 

There is no fat in the whole God. It's the thing that any man wants to touch! 

 

But at the moment, she looked at the boundless sea far away, her eyes full of softness and hope! 

 

For one side of the old man's inquiry, it is deaf! 

 

After a while, there were more and more people on the deck. It was strange that everyone nodded and 

bowed as they passed by the girl and the old man! 

 

"Good morning, Miss Wei! Good morning, Mr. Wu 

 

…… 

 

The old man, who was surnamed Wu, saw that the girl didn't get along with him, and more and more 

people were coming and going. He couldn't say anything more, and he was about to leave. 



 

"Grandfather Wu, why can't you live freely like a seagull or a fish?" 

 

"I hate being bound. My family treats me..." 

 

The girl spoke slowly, while the old man was silent. 

 

After a long time, the old man sighed, "miss Zhiyao, your character is not suitable to be born in this 

imperial family!" 

 

The girl looked back, and a touch of morning light hit her face, which was as warm as jade. It was really 

lovely. 

 

"Grandfather Wu, what should I do now?" 

 

The old man pondered for a long time, just about to speak, but the sound of people rustling came from 

the deck. 

 

"Look, there seems to be a man floating on the sea over there!" 

 

"What kind of person is just a big dead fish!" 

 

"That's right. How many kilometers away from the land is this sea area? How could someone float by?" 

 

"Well?..." It seems to be a real person! " 

 

…… 

 

Everyone's words attracted the eyes of Wei Zhiyao and the old man surnamed Wu. 

 



"Grandfather Wu, let's go and have a look too!" The girl quickly followed. Seeing this, the old man took 

back what he was about to say. At this moment, there are so many people with mixed eyes that it is 

inconvenient to discuss family affairs. What's more, people have gathered more and more and are 

attracted by the strange floating corpse. 

 

As soon as Wei Zhiyao arrived at the scene, she quickly made way for Miss Wei in the crowd. Everyone 

respected the girl in every way! 

 

Such a luxurious cruise ship, the people who can get on the ship are already rich or expensive. Everyone 

respects this girl very much. Who is she? 
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There are also unknown people whispering questions. 

 

"Who is this girl? Big eyes blink, and they have a lot of temperament! " Next to a middle-aged greasy 

man leakage obscene smile. 

 

"Shh! You want to die! This is Miss Wei Next to the companion quickly covered the greasy man's mouth, 

do not let him talk nonsense! 

 

Wei family! 

 

That's a new financial group in China with strong strength! 

 

It's said that the Wei family's leader even the senior officials of Huaxia and M country came to express 

their sympathy in person. You can imagine how powerful the Wei family is! 

 

Everyone present may not know who the girl is, but absolutely no one does not know the name of the 

Wei family! 

 



"Miss Wei? No, I've seen it all before. There's no such size! " The greasy man relies on his identity. All 

the big people have looked at him from a distance. The girl in front of him has never seen him and is not 

familiar with her face. 

 

"Shut up, she is the one of Wei family..." the companion next to him said quickly, indicating that he 

would not ask more. 

 

Greasy man suddenly thought of something, suddenly white face. 

 

The old man, surnamed Wu, passed in front of him, staring straight at the greasy man. He came near 

and patted the greasy man on the shoulder. "My lady, I don't like people talking about her very much!" 

 

Just left a light word, the old man bent to the other end of the deck to follow the girl. 

 

Until the old man left, the middle-aged greasy man slumped on the ground, with sweat dripping from 

the bowl between his forehead. 

 

"Well? What's the taste? " 

 

There was a slight noise coming from the crowd. 

 

At this time, people noticed that the greasy middle-aged man sitting on the floor, I do not know when, 

already incontinent, yellow and white things spilled all over the floor! 

 

People despise, but only the party knows that the old man's rickety body has just moved to kill! 

 

This is probably the end of the sheep being watched by hungry wolves. 

 

Wei Zhiyao went to the deck and took a close look. With the advance of the cruise ship, the floating 

corpse on the sea was more and more visible! 

 



"It's really a person!" Wei Zhiyao exclaimed and looked at the old people around her. After all, since she 

was sensible, there has been no place where the old people can't live! 

 

The old man, surnamed Wu, knew his young lady's temper, but now he was frowning. Even he thought it 

was strange! 

 

The rickety body suddenly looked at the floating corpse on the sea with sharp eyes: "that man is still 

alive, and his vitality is extremely exuberant. He seems to be sleeping..." 

 

The old man whispered. 

 

The whole audience was in an uproar! 

 

When the floating corpse came near, people noticed that his ragged skirt had already been soaked with 

blood. Although he had been soaked in seawater for three days, it still smelled of blood! 

 

"Miss, this man is really strange. Looking at his face, he has been floating on the sea for more than three 

days. He is covered with blood, but he hasn't attracted the sharks to eat. Even around him, he can't see 

the living sea things!" 

 

"The most important thing is that his breathing is still alive. He should just be asleep!" 

 

"This man is extraordinary!" 

 

The old man with the surname Wu frowned and found that it was not a simple matter. The inexplicable 

floating corpse appeared at this key point. I don't know what the sign is! 

 

"Grandfather Wu, help him!" Wei Zhiyao made a quick decision. 

 

The old man, surnamed Wu, looked around at the crowd. Before he could speak, someone answered 

 



"Miss Wei, you are in a high position. We dare not offend you. However, it's not just the Wei family on 

the cruise ship. Isn't it bad luck to pick up a corpse?" 

 

Someone protested. 

 

When the old man Wu Yanxun went, it was a middle-aged man in proper dress who said, "there are 

rules on the cruise ship. Even if you take a dog on board, you have to pay extra, let alone an individual?" 

 

Wei Zhiyao smell speech, face a angry flash, wait for her to speak, one side of the old man Wu Yan is the 

first to anger: "my miss is law, do you have any opinion?" 

 

The middle-aged man just wants to speak. I don't know when, the old man a few meters away has stuck 

to his face like a ghost! 

 

A big dry hand tugged at the middle-aged man's 150 Jin body, gently picked it up, and said in a soft 

voice: "my lady is talking, can you interrupt me?" 

 

The middle-aged man looked at the old man in horror, but he did not dare to breathe. 

 

"Rubbish!" Seeing this, the old man lost interest and threw out the man's body at any time. 

 

The middle-aged man hit the ground to eat the pain, struggled to get up, and said in a low voice: "little 

Niang PI, don't fall into my hands! It's just a bastard of the Wei family. I'll see how much more you can 

do! " 

 

No one can hear the tiny, inaudible murmur like a mosquito or a fly. 

 

I saw that the old man who was about to turn around and leave, his ears trembled slightly, his bent body 

turned again and looked at the middle-aged man. 

 

In the eyes, the killing will burst out! 

 



It was the ghostly pace again. The old man seemed to clap his palm lightly on the middle-aged man's 

chest, but his body was just like a shell, flying straight out and hitting heavily on the iron guardrail on the 

deck! 

 

Then a scene of astonishment happened. The old man's hand seemed to be floating lightly, and the iron 

guardrail couldn't stop it! 

 

The figure of the middle-aged man flying upside down broke the iron guardrail with a bang, and then fell 

into the sea with a bang! 

 

The middle-aged man fell into the water several struggles, just about to open his mouth to shout "help!" 

Words to the throat, but how can not open the mouth. 

 

A sweet throat, a few mouthfuls of blood gushing out! 

 

In the distance, the sea was rustling and surging, and someone on the deck exclaimed: "the smell of 

blood... Is coming. It's sharks!" 

 

"Here comes the fish!" 

 

"Help me!" 

 

…… 

 

A group of onlookers on the deck, you say a word, I say a word, girl Wei Zhiyao bite thin lips, eyes back 

to the old man: "grandfather Wu, save people!" 

 

The old man wanted to refuse, but a crowd of onlookers here, brush their own face, who are not good-

looking! 

 

The sharks from far to near have been close to the middle-aged people, and they are about to bite, but 

they are not interested in the floating corpse with the same smell of blood! 



 

Wu Yan had to nod his head and jump down from the ten meter high cruise ship to pick up the floating 

body. Several tiger sharks jumped out of the sea and opened their mouths to bite the old man! 

 

"It's over!" People unconsciously closed their eyes, do not want to see the bloody scene of being bitten! 

 

The old man's face did not change, and his heart did not jump. Under the tiger shark's mouth, Wu Yan 

just took off and kicked the tiger shark's chin. 

 

The tiger shark, which is more than two meters long, was lifted more than ten meters high by the old 

man's slight foot, turned around in the air for more than ten circles, and landed on the deck more than 

ten meters high. It lost its vitality and stopped moving! 

 

"This... This is a man?" 

 

The spectators on the cruise ship were stunned, and the old man's operation was beyond the scope that 

people could understand. 

 

At the moment when everyone was still alive, the old man picked up the floating corpse that was 

ignored by the fish on the sea, turned over and stepped on the deck more than ten meters high like 

walking on the ground! 
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"Ah 

 

Below came the last scream of the middle-aged man who had been eaten by the fish! 

 

From the beginning to the end, the eyes of the old man and the young girl never stayed on the middle-

aged man! 

 



At this time, people clearly saw the appearance of the "floating corpse". The upper part of the body was 

in rags, only a few pieces of cloth were left to cover the body. What was exposed in front of the public 

were the ferocious wounds, one by one, with new wounds, but more old scars! 

 

Winding the whole body, shocking! 

 

But if you look carefully, you will find that the wound is healing itself. 

 

Ye Chen's physical recovery ability is extremely terrible, but there is a premise that the wound should 

absorb enough aura of heaven and earth. 

 

If it's outside the territory, or even in the heart of the earth, ye Chen's injury may recover in a moment. 

 

But in China, the speed is a bit slow. 

 

But if ye Chen wakes up, this little wound can be solved in a flash. 

 

That day's World War I, ye Chen was seriously damaged by the aftermath of the disintegration of the 

heart demon. As the whole cliff fell into the sea, the evil wind was raging, and the comatose Ye Chen 

drifted around with the sea wind. 

 

Three days, still sleeping! 

 

Only the slightly undulating chest announced to the public that the man was still alive. 

 

The girl's voice to save people actually contains a double meaning, but the old man chose only to save 

Ye Chen. The reason is not clear to Wei Zhiyao. 

 

"Grandfather Wu, take him to my room so that I can look after him!" 

 



Wei Zhiyao told her that, with her understanding of the old man, Wu Yan never killed anything. I don't 

know why she didn't help the middle-aged man. But Wei Zhiyao knew that the old man had his own 

style of doing things! 

 

"Miss, he..." the old man was worried. 

 

Wei Zhiyao is a smile: "no matter, there I go to explain, after all, human life matters!" 

 

At the end of the speech, the girl turned and left. 

 

But the old man glanced around the crowd and looked around. His old voice said, "do you have any 

other opinions?" 

 

"One life for another. There are no more or less people on board. It's fair!" A man on the boat came out 

to make it right. 

 

After seeing the old man's means, where else dare to speak out? 

 

One after another on the slope of the donkey, said the man who followed the lead. 

 

Wu Yan raised his eyes and looked at the man: "so, thank you, Mr. Qin, for your help!" 

 

With that, I will turn around and leave. 

 

The man, who was called childe Qin, responded with a smile. When the figure of the old man 

disappeared on the deck, his handsome face was replaced by a solemn smile! 

 

Behind Qin Feng, a mysterious man has an ear. 

 

"There seems to be something wrong with the information. This old man is not simple. Let's take a long-

term view!" 



 

"The cooperation with the Wei family is normal, but this old guy must find a way to solve it. If we don't 

get rid of him, Wei Zhiyao, we can't take it!" 

 

Qin Feng whispered that the figure of the mysterious man went to the corner and disappeared slowly. 

 

"Zhiyao, why don't you understand my mind?" The handsome man sighed and turned away. 

 

When the lights are on the deck, it is singing and dancing again. 

 

Everything that had happened before was like a floating cloud. 

 

On the cruise ship Tianyue at the moment. 

 

In a luxurious cabin, double-layer layout, nearly 200 square meters of spacious space, the independent 

European style spiral staircase is more elegant. 

 

Through the two-story glass windows, you can overlook the stern of the ship and the sea. 

 

At this time, the master bedroom on the second floor is on a comfortable and soft big bed, and a pale 

man is lying on it. 

 

The man's ragged clothes have been replaced. Somehow, the wound has become smaller and smaller, 

but the person lying on the bed is still closed eyes, no need to wake up! 

 

"Mr. Wu, this man is a little strange. In fact, there is no injury at all, and the injury can heal itself. It's 

really strange. Now, I have finished the examination that I should do..." 

 

A middle-aged man, dressed in casual clothes and carrying a suitcase, raised his gold glasses between his 

forehead and said strangely. 

 



The old man's eyes didn't leave the man on the bed for a moment. Although he was the top private 

doctor on the cruise ship, he didn't have the slightest sense of existence in his eyes. He just stared at Ye 

Chen and asked, "self healing? No injuries? What's going on? " 

 

"His physical function is sound, even better than that of a professional athlete. As for why he doesn't 

wake up, this is..." 

 

For a moment, the middle-aged doctor couldn't explain why. He pondered for a long time and said, "his 

body seems to lack some kind of energy. It will take some time for him to wake up naturally." 

 

Although the old man did not look him in the eye, the middle-aged doctor was still respectful and did 

not dare to put on the slightest airs. 

 

I'm kidding. Many people have seen that scene on the deck. He doesn't want to be the next bait! 

 

Wu Yan smelled the speech, but his eyes lit up. He seemed to know something. He said in a soft voice, 

"thank you, I know what to do." 

 

"Then I'll go first, Mr. Wu. Please call me if you have something to do." The middle-aged doctor wiped 

the cold sweat on his forehead and said goodbye in a hurry. 

 

In fact, the old man's attitude towards him has been very friendly, but somehow, he always feels a kind 

of inexplicable pressure on the old man. 

 

This kind of pressure, let him breathless! 

 

As soon as I hear what the old man says, it's better to leave in a hurry. 

 

Wu Yan nodded gently, did not stop, let the middle-aged doctor leave, his eyes, or on the body of Ye 

Chen. 

 

Not only why, he thinks Ye Chen is a little familiar. 



 

However, he practiced very early and lived in seclusion all the time. He didn't care much about things 

outside, and naturally didn't know much about ye Chen. 

 

If you know ye Chen is the master of the dark hall and Kunlun void, you will be surprised to the extreme. 

 

At the moment, he muttered to himself: "this boy, if he is really not simple, he has been a cultivator 

since he was young!" 

 

"No wonder you don't die after drifting on the sea for three days!" 

 

"Now the situation is not clear, saved you, perhaps is a help, knot a good relationship!" 

 

The old man no longer stares at Ye Chen, turns his head and walks to the window, overlooking the blue 

sea. His hands tremble and lift up. He doesn't know what he is thinking. 

 

After a long time, he sighed, "it's all right, let's do it!" 

Chapter 6270 

 

 

 

…… 

 

At the moment, in another room above the cruise ship, the woman was dressed in a loose Nightgown, 

her graceful posture loomed, and the spring scenery was beautiful for a moment. 

 

She nests lazily in the sofa, curls up like a kitten, listening to the report of her subordinates, and the 

wine glass in her hand shakes gently. 

 

"So it was Wei Zhiyao who put people on the boat and ordered them to kill people in public?" 



 

The slightly flattering voice rang out, which made the younger brothers of the man in black who 

reported to us all have a wild mind. They couldn't help glancing at each other. 

 

"Back two... Miss two, it's like this!" 

 

The man in black seems to be aware of the master's eyes. He quickly lowers his head and doesn't dare to 

look at it any more. 

 

"Where is she now?" The woman asked again. 

 

The man in black replied quickly, "someone just saw that the third lady has gone to the owner!" 

 

"Well?" It seems that the woman is not satisfied with the answer, and there is a chill in her tone. 

 

The man in black was sweating on his forehead and knelt down on the ground: "yes, it's Wei Zhiyao. 

She's gone to the owner!" 

 

The woman nodded with satisfaction and said in a low voice, "I know. Go down!" 

 

The man in black was relieved and left quickly. 

 

He didn't want to get involved in the internal strife between the families. If he heard something he 

shouldn't know, it was common for him to be killed. 

 

The lazy woman got up slowly, the red wine in the glass fell to the ground slowly and let it flow. The 

delicate jade feet stepped on the bright red liquid, adding a touch of mystery to her whole person. 

 

"What do you think of this, sister?" 

 



Women's voice is a little sharp, especially the word "sister", which has a very strong biting sound. 

 

At the end of the corridor on the second floor, a slightly older woman, about 30 years old, put her head 

out in a bath towel and said, "Rudong, I probably understand. What are you going to do?" 

 

The woman, who was called Wei Rudong, raised her eyebrows slightly: "Wei Zhiyao, a cheap girl, has 

fallen into my hands this time. I will operate this matter well!" 

 

There was a chill in her eyes. 

 

Wei Rudong picked up his mobile phone and made a call: 

 

"Mr. Qin, now you can spread the news. Let's say that Zhiyao, the third miss of the Wei family, took the 

lead in flouting the rules of the Tianxing cruise ship and wantonly connived at the killing of innocent 

people by her subordinates!" 

 

The other end of the phone pondered for a long time and asked, "I can do it, but you have to promise 

me that our agreement..." 

 

"Mr. Qin, I Wei Rudong always do what I say. Besides, she is my sister after all. Blood is thicker than 

water. I won't hurt her at all." 

 

On the other end of the phone, I heard Wei Rudong's promise and hung up. 

 

"Rudong, how did you cheat this silly boy?" Upstairs, the plump woman wrapped in a bath towel walked 

slowly down. It was Wei Hanqing, the elder sister of the Wei family. 

 

"Hum, that boy likes Wei Zhiyao. Although the power of the Qin family is good, it's far from equal to our 

Wei family." 

 

"So I promised the boy to catch Wei Zhiyao, provided that Wei Zhiyao didn't have the possibility to fight 

for the Wei family's rights, and then Qin Feng had the chance to get her..." 



 

Wei Rudong said faintly. 

 

"That's it?" Wei Hanqing frowned. 

 

Wei Rudong sneered: "you never know what a man will do for his beloved woman!" 

 

Wei Hanqing chuckled, "also, the one who ended up in disgrace for you..." 

 

"Shut up! We will discuss the matter between us after we have solved Wei Zhiyao. " 

 

Wei Rudong drinks hard and stops Wei Hanqing's sarcasm. 

 

It seems that the two sisters are not monolithic! 

 

Wei Hanqing looked at his younger sister eating shriveled, of course, is in a great mood, "also right, this 

Wei family can only be you and me, also can't turn to an illegitimate girl wild girl film to touch!" 

 

There was a sense of killing in her eyes! 

 

"But the old man around Wei Zhiyao is a bit difficult to deal with. I heard that he is a new expert in 

ancient martial arts. You must have heard about that scene!" 

 

"Don't worry. If I can get him on the boat, I've made a perfect plan!" 

 

Wei Rudong has a clear mind. 

 

"Oh? Well, I'll wait to see a good play. Don't screw it up, father. You know that! " 

 



Wei Hanqing's "kindness" reminds us. 

 

"Hum!" Wei Rudong hummed coldly and went back to the bedroom. 

 

She has already planned her future. In case of an accident, the people who hold the bag have already 

arranged it. She will never be involved in Wei Rudong. 

 

…… 

 

Meanwhile, on the cruise ship, Wei Zhiyao's bedroom. 

 

Wu Yan put his hand on Ye Chen's pulse, and his face was dignified: "well, I'll help you wake up with my 

spirit power." 

 

In the old man's understanding, ye Chen is a practitioner. He is injured and comatose because of the 

elixir field in his body. He needs to transfer his spiritual power to nourish his elixir field. 

 

"It only needs a little bit to control the degree well. Once it's excessive, I'm afraid the boy will explode 

and die!" 

 

The old man's strong spiritual power flashed by. He was worried that ye Chen would not be able to bear 

it! 

 

Will ye Chen slowly lift up, the old man mobilize the whole body spirit power, a palm clap in Ye Chen's 

Dantian place: "eh, how does this a ray of spirit power sink into the sea?" 

 

Old people who don't get any feedback are a little surprised. They shouldn't. 

 

With this young man's body, it's impossible for him to bear such domineering power? 

 

With doubts and bewilderment, the old man once again runs into Ye Chen's Dantian! 



 

"Bang!" The earth burst! 

 

Ye Chen's Dantian is full of a trace of hegemony! 

 

The old man looked at Ye Chen in horror. He had never seen a more powerful power than Lingli! 

 

Wu Yan tried to draw his hand back, but he found that the palm of his hand, which was printed in Ye 

Chen's Dantian, was in the mire and could not move! 

 

The spiritual power in his body is constantly losing, and the speed of losing is gradually speeding up! 

 

"Damn it! What a monster this guy is 

 

This is the old man's last cry! 

 

After a few breaths, Wu Yan's whole body was drained, fell into a coma, lay on the ground and lost 

consciousness. 

 

Ye Chen's Dantian inside, a ray of luster flashed, his eyes slightly move. 

 

There was no third person to see all this. 

 

A moment later. 

 

"Dong Dong Dong!" 

 

Knock on the door, followed by a voice: "Uncle Wu in?" 

 



There was no response, and the knock continued. 

 

Before long, a figure slowly approached. If the old man was sober at the moment, he would be able to 

recognize the person. It was Qin Feng who had been on the deck before! 

 

Qin Feng and his followers looked at the scene in front of them, which was also astonished. 

 

"What's the situation?" He's a little confused, too. 

 

The two people on the bed were comatose face to face and motionless. 

 

"Young master, it's time..." the younger brother behind Qin Feng reminded. 


